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The College
Columbia College is a fou r year, contemporary , big-city
college. It educates for creative occupation in the
public arts, public information, th e humanities, literary
arts, and social studies as part of a full college liberal
educati on.
This is education to important purpose and great opportunity. Those who choose its occupation s will communicate the issues and events and author the culture
of th eir times. They will influence the shaping of the
world and th eir professions may well become decisive
arts.
It is th e College's intention to educate creative persons
-new professionals not simply expert in the ways of
their craf ts, but embodying a genuinely educated intel ligence and und erstanding of the real and human needs
of the now and coming worid .
Columbia respects and attends to what mankind past
has said and done. But , it is a college that can hear and
speak new answers, too. If truths discove red are real,
then studen ts are supported who want to put these to
acti ve test. This, whether they want to put themselve s
to indivi dual creative tasks or they have glimpsed a new
world and want to make it happen.
T he College is organized to educate and attend to
students as individuals. It does not mean to educate
only th e endowed few, but to encourage the many to
use thei r abil ities. It seeks to provide a college education which enlists students' purposes, their creative and
humane impulses, as the instruments of their liberation.
In short, to free individuals to engage their full powers.
Learning takes place in a mature, practical-study, realworl d environmen t with a celebrated faculty, whose
members have immediate professional commitment to
the contemporary substance of the subjects they teach.
Columbia Colleg e is a place for questio ni ng, experime nt
and accomplishment.

College Polley
The College emphasizes the student's responsibility for
parti cipa ti on in the educational process. This involves
conscientious preparation of assignments and a recognition of the frequent interdependence of students
when individual c ontribution to a group / class effort is
required .
Where a student's lack of interest, inadequate preparation, or absence detracts from th e achievement of group
or individual objectives, he or she will , upon the recommendation of the instructor, be dropped from the c lass.
Students are expec ted to attend class sessions of the
courses in which they are registered , as required by the
instructor.
A college that is growing and exploring new ways needs
the help of its entire community to make it responsive to
all of its members. The College is seriously interested in

promoting student participation and influence in shaping
the quality of their education.
Students, whether individually or in groups, may arrange
to meet with the President , faculty or other administrators. Meetings of the faculty and students of each
department are arranged to discuss the affairs of the
department, initiate courses and content, and consider
any matters of student or faculty interest.
For inspiration of future classes, for use in exhibitions
and publications , and in order to maintain complete
records of student achievement, the College and the
various departments may retain a reasonable number
of examples of each student's work. Where materials
represent a significant expense, the student will be
compensated for that expense.
The College supports student activi ties which provide a
fu ll opportunity for the exercise of student interests.
This may include professional association, cultural
experiences, social activities and informal meetings
between students and faculty.
Confidentiali ty of student records is maintained in accordance with prescribed regulations. No information is
released from the student's personal files or records
without prior written permission.
Other College policies are discussed in the Student
Handbook.

Library and Instructional Services
The College Library and instructional service centers
provide a comprehensive information and study fa c ilities
system of easily accessible reference , open-stack and
periodi cal collections, and visual and oral materials.
Reading and study rooms and extensive equipment loan
services provide students wide opportunity to practice
their arts and engage in individual projects which
involve sophisticated film, photographic and audiovisual facilities .
Of special importance is the Library's significant photograp hy and film collection. Additional special collections
include the Langston Hughes Memorial Collection of
black history, culture, and contemporary black experience, and a unique science fiction section. A maj or
fine arts collection is being developed. There is a large
periodical collection and a special music collection
housed at the Theater-Music Center.
The professional li brary staff is avai lable to assist
students and faculty with research and reference needs
and to facilitate use of other Chicago library facilities.
An audio- visual staff is avai lable to assist in the operation of equipment available through the Audio-Visu al
Equipment Center. Slide, tape, disc, and film collections
are maintained and housed in the facilities of appropriate
academic departments. The College Bookstore serves
as an adjunct to the Library, supporting the c urri c ulum
needs of the College.
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Admissions
Admission Requirements
The general requirement for admission to Columbia
College is high school graduation or successful completion of the General Educational Development Test
(GED).

Before being accepted by the College, each applicant
(through correspondence or personal interview) is expected to evidence realistic interest in and potential for
a creative and demanding learning experience. All
transcripts and other documents submitted in support of
a student's application for admission are retained by the
College.
Many factors are considered in evaluating each application . Standardized measures of scholastic potential are
not weighty criteria for admission to Columbia College.
Ame ri can College Test (ACT) scores or Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) scores may be helpful in knowing
an applicant, and it would be va luable for a high school
student to take one or both of these tests prior to
graduation.
There is no application deadline; however, it is expected
that th e applicant will submit necessary documents in
sufficient time to be evaluated prior to the beginning of
a term.
The Non-Degree Student
A student who does not initially elect a specific degree
program may enroll as a student-at-large and may
choose subjects to meet particular interests and needs.
Credits earned at-large are applicable to th e degree
program consistent with college requirements.
Acceptance
Applicants receive prompt notification by mail from the
Admissions Committee. Upon receiving notice of formal
acceptance, the student is required to pay an Acceptance fee ($20 full-time or $5 part -time) to confirm
acceptance and reserve a counseling -registration posi tion for the term of entry. This fee is non-refundable.
Special Admissions
Current high school students of Junior or Senior class
standing may, on recommendation of their high school
counselor and approval of the Director of Admissions,
enroll in one course per semester while continuing high
school courses. College credit earned will be released
on presentation of a graduation transcript from the high
school.

Students who have not compl eted high school or the
GED Test will be considered for admission on an individual basis.
Foreign Students
Foreign students are required to submit official records of
all previous education (secondary school and college).
Transcripts in a language other than English must be
accompanied by certified translations (preferably cer-

tifications obtained from an American Consulate or a
National Department of Education).
Applicants from non-English speaking countries must
demonstrate proficiency in the English language by
submitting TOEFL scores (Test of English as a Foreign
Language) or by successfully completing courses in
English for Foreign Students at a college or university
in the United States, or a recognized English language
program in a foreign country prior to enrollment at
Columbia.
The foreign student is required to complete the College's
Financial Affidavit, and to have all signatures officially
notarized, indicating that fully satisfactory arrangements
have been made for finan cing all school and living
expenses while at Columbia College. (Immigration regulations prohibit foreign student employment.)
An 1-20 Foreign Student Visa will be issued only after
admission requirements have been fulfilled, th e student
has been granted full acceptance in writing, and payment of the full-time Acceptance fee ($20) has been
received. To retain the Visa, the foreign student must be
enrolled a minimum of 12 semester hours each term
(full-time).

Degree
Requirements
The Bachelor of Arts Degree
The Bachelor of Arts Degree is award ed to students who
successfully complete 124 semester hours of study. 48
of these 124 semester hours must be in General Stud ies.
The student may selec t General Studi es courses from
English (must include Writing Workshop I and II or
equivalent), Literature, Social Stud ies, Science and
Humanities subjects.

Students desiring advanced standing (transfer credit)
based on CLEP T est results in liberal arts subjects
should have offi cial records sent to the Columbia
Admissions Office.

The remaining 76 semester hours may be taken at
student election in any subject area in any quantity and
proportion. This permits students to determine their
major concentration(s) and th e exte nt of specializa tion
without restri c tion.

Veterans are eligible for ac tive duty and servi ce school
credit on the basis of such information as shown on their
discharge papers or oth er military service rec ords.

Every effort is made to guide th e stud ent in th e fulfillment
of degree req uirements. It is th e responsibility of the
student, however, to incorporate th ese in th e selec tion
of programs.
College Terms and Credits
Each coll ege year consists of two 15-week semesters
(Fall and Spring); a Summer session of 10 weeks; and an
intensive 3-week Mid- term semester.
Th e 3-week Mid - term semester offers unusual opportunities. Students may select intensive involvement in a
subj ec t other th an th eir major study concentration.
Mid- term subjec ts have concentrated foc us on special
interests or techniques and methods not considered
when larger topi cs are studi ed. Many Mid- term courses
are intensively taught by notable and specialized people
who are not norm ally avai lable for ex tended teaching
during regular semesters. Also, there are many opportunities for imaginative independent study projects and
student in itiated and designed subj ec ts.
The unit of credi t used by th e Coll ege is th e semester
hour.
Transfer and Advanced Credit
To a maximum of 88 semester hours, all courses completed with grade "C " or better are accepted in transfer
to Columbia from other recognized colleges. Transfer
students will be required to complete th e balance of
hours needed for the Bachelor's Degree (transferring
seniors must c omplete th e final 36 semester hours at
Columbia College). Curriculum requirements will be
adjusted on th e basis of equivalent courses taken at
other institutions.
Transfer credit from two-year colleges and/or th e CLEP
(Col lege Level Examination Program) is limited to a
maximum of 62 semes ter hours. Transfer stud ents
presenting a two-year Associate Degree (A.A.) from
Junior or Community colleges will be accorded Junioryear standing and a maximum of 66 semester hours in
credit.

Special circ umstances may obtain in which a student
will be granted credit for life and work experi ences.
Stud ents should apply to th e Dean of Student Servi ces
for evaluati on of non-school experi ences.

Accelerated Bachelor's Degree
Columbia College offers students an opportunity to
finish college in three years or less, thus reducing
college cos ts and four th year living expenses.
During th e Fall and Sprin g semesters a stud ent may earn
up to 16 semester hours each term (at the basic ful l-time
tuition rate). During th e Summer session a stud en t may
earn 12 semester hours (at a reduced rate per credit),
and during the Mid- term semester a student may earn
up to 6 semester hours (at th e reduced summer session
rate). Any stu dent who is enrolled in both th e Mid-term
and Summer sessions during th e same college year will
be allowed a tuition rate reduction for th ese sessions.
For current tuition rates and college calendar refer to
Insert.
If a stud ent already has a Bachelor's degree in any
subjec t area he/she may earn a second B.A. at Columbia
by completing 42 semester hours in any subjec t emphasis. All regular academic requiremen ts will be considered fulfilled by the initial Bachelor's degree.
Grading
Stud ents have th e option of elec ting ei th er a conventi onal A, B, C, D, F or a "Pass-Fai l" grade (Note: PassFai l grades are not computed in grade point averages).
Courses from which a student has wi thdrawn after th e
8th week of a regu lar term will be entered on th e student's
record wi th a grade of W (Withdrawn). I {Inc omplete)
grades, given when course work is not compl eted by the
end of a term, must be made up by th e close of th e next
term to avoid conversion to W.
Independent Study
To serve individual education interests, students may
originate a plan of study, a creative project or independent learning experience. Such individual study may
occur in any area of the College's interest or in r~lation
to a social or cultural issue. Obviously, since such study
lacks the stru cture of the classroom, a mature respon sibility for attentive pursuit and productive work falls
to the student. Individual student proposals, approved
by the department chairman or project advisor, should
be submitted on forms available at the Records Office.
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Tuition and Fees
Tuition
Tuition is determined by the number of semester hours
for which the student is enrolled each term.
Full-time : 12 - 16 semester hours
Part-time: 2 - 9 semester hours
For current tuition rates, consult Insert.

Registration- Rel ated Fees
In addition to Tuiti on, students are charged a Registrati on fee (each T erm), an Acceptance fee , and a (refundable) Library/ materi als deposit fee . The Acceptance
and Library lees are charged only when a student enrolls
for th e first tim e. These registration-related fees are
payable at th e time of cou nseling-registration . A schedule chang e fe e is charged fo r each cl ass change a ft er a
stud en t's registration has been completed. For current
fees consult Insert.

Tuition Payment Pl ans
1. FU LL PAYMENT IN ADVA NC E-All t u iti on a nd
charges paid in cash be fore the end of th e first week
of the semester ob tain a 5% discount on the basi c
tuition only; such discount does not apply to any fe es
or oth er charges.
2. CREDIT CARD PLAN -As a convenience Columbia
College has arranged to accept Ban kAmeri card ,
Master Charge and American Express for paymen t of
tuition and fees. Credit ca rds can be used only to pay
tuition in fu l l and may not be used for partial payment.
The 5% discount will not apply to payment by credit
card.
3. FOUR PAYMENT PLAN- All tuition and charges are
to be paid in four equal installments. Arrangements
must be made at the time of registration .
4. FULL TERM PLAN-With permission of the Bursar, or
through arrangements with the Financial Aid Office,
tuition and charg es can be paid over a longer period,
but not to exceed the end of the curren t term. A
charge of 6% of the amoun t of all ini tial tuition and
charges for th e term is added for this plan.
The purpose of Columbia College is to educa te. This
purpose canno t be supported withou t funds . Columbia
is a small college lacking elaborate resources and
reserves. As a consequence, there is no alternative but
to insist that every student meet his/her obliga tions
conscientiously and promptly. Students are expected
to respond with understanding and responsibility.

Class Service Charges
Special fees are charges which suppor t a variety of
extraord inary expenses of instruc tion, maintain special
facilities. and provide instructional materials and supplies necessary to practical and comprehensive education.

Columbia has an unusual number of subjects which
require expensive installations of equipment and special
facilities . Repl acemen t, enlargemen t and maintenance
of these is expensive, and costs are painfully sensitive
to infla ti on even greater than costs in oth er areas.
Moreover, Columbia tries to provide a wide variety of
equipment and facilities which students may use for
their individual proj ec ts. Many of the materials and
services which studen ts need can be purchased in
quantity much more c h eaply and conveniently by th e
College than by indivi dual stud en ts.
Through the use of class service fees Columbia has
been able to keep tu ition low despite th e high proportion
of instruction concentrated in very expensive laboratorytype courses. This has been done by equitably reflecting
unusua lly high instructional and facili ties costs in class
service fe es for th ose particular subjects where costs
are greatest.

Students With Unpaid Charges
Students returning to the College with an unpaid balance
from a previous term will not be permitted to register or
to att end c lasses unti l their past due accounts have
been pa id in full , or satisfactory arrangements are
record ed by th e Bursar's Office.
Wi thdrawal
Where a student in terr upts enrollment during a term , the
following schedule of refund shall apply. Any amount
owed by the student is due and payable at the time of
withdrawal. The effective date of withdrawal will be the
date written notice of such withdrawal is received by
the College. Otherwise full tuition for the term will be
charged. All accoun ts are considered active until the
date th e Records Office is notified of the student's
withd rawal.

Notification to the Instructor and/ or Non-Attendance Is
Not Considered Official Notice of Withdrawal.

Refunding Policy
If student's

attendance included:
tst Week of Term
2nd Week of Term
3rd Week of Term
4th Week of Term
5th Week of Term

Percentage of
semester's
tu1tion
charged :

w·.

2()•.

40•.

so•.
too•.

No refund will be made where withdrawal is ordered by
the College.

Financial Aid
To ensure that no student is deprived of educational
opportunity due to lack of funds , Columbia Col lege
makes every effort to help students seek out and obtain
fin ancial assistance. The services of the Financial Aid
Office are available to assist students in finding the
resources to meet college expenses. The College also
provides information for students seeking part-time
employment.
Three major sources of fi na ncial assistance are available for students: state programs, federal programs and
the work-aid program of Columbia College. Both parttime and full-time students may be eligible for aid.
The most comprehensive gift aid program available to
Illinois residents is the Monetary Award Program of the
Illinois State Scholarship Commission. It is non-competitive; neither test scores nor high ach ievement are
necessary conditions for the awarding of funds . Award
is based on a comprehensive review of financia l strength
and the specific costs at the college of the studen t's
choice. Out-of-state students are urged to inquire
concerning similar programs available through their
home states.
To apply for financial assistance, the student must
submit an Application for Admission to the College; file
a Need Ana lysis statement; and apply for an Illinois
State Scholarship Commission Mon etary Award. Appointments for personal interviews and de termination of
eligibility may be made with the Financia l Aid Office
after Application for Admission has been submitted.
When applying to state and federal sources, students
must meet the respec tive requ irements of these agencies. In all cases the student is responsible for making
the appropriate application(s) and meeting specific
requi rements. Application for federal and state aid for
the following school year should be made, if at all
possible, prior to May 1st. Ai d for the second (Spring)
semes ter cannot be assured if application to any source
is made later than November 1st. All application forms
may be obtained from the Financial Aid Office.
Each applicant for financial aid is required to attest that
any scholarship support provided wil l be appl ied toward
direct educational costs (tuition and fees), and that he
or she will assume responsi bility for all personal costs
(mai ntena nce, supplies, books, transportation, etc.) unless spec ifica lly provided for by the scholarship agency.

Financial Aid Programs
The following financial aid programs are administered
by Columbia Col lege (detailed descriptions can be
found in the Financial Aid Brochure available from the
Financial Aid Office):
State Programs
Illinois State Scholarships and Grants
Illinois Guaranteed Loan Program (IGLP)
Railroad Retirement Benefits
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) Benefits

Federal Programs
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Programs (BEOG)
National Direct Student Loan Programs (NDSL)
Educational Opportunity Grant (EOG)
Veterans' Benefits (GI Bill)
Social Security Benefits
Columbia College
Robert Redfield Memorial Student Loan Fund
Lorrai ne Hansberry Memorial Scholarship
In addition, Columbia College Work-Aid Scholarship
student employment is offered to qualified students;
remuneration is applicable to tuition. Students work for
the College in clerical, secretarial, and technical
capacities as required. Such assistance does not provide for class fees. Appl ication is made directly to the
Financial Aid Office or the Dean of Student Services.
Final distribution of the College's student-aid resources
must balance demonstrated financial need, the number
of students requesting aid and the limited resou rces
available.

General
Information
Students are encouraged to obtain an individual ac ciden t and sickness plan, either through the College or
privately, if not already covered by fami ly or some other
insurance.
The College does not assume any responsibility whatsoever for medical att entions requ ired by the student nor
for any financial obligations for medical services which
are incurred by the studen t.
Columbia is a commuter college and does not provide
student housing. Rooms and apartments are available
in the area, economically and conveniently. The Office
of Student Services will help students locate sui table
accommodations.
Personal counseling is available through the Office of
Student Services.
The Graduate Placement Service aids th e student in
realizing employmen t opportu nities after graduati on.
All Administrative Offices of the College are located on
the 7th floor at540 North Lake Shore Drive. The TheaterMusic Center is at 3257 North Sheffield Avenue and the
Dance Center is at 4724-30 North Sheridan Road.
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College Program
No college tradition is stronger than a common ly assumed definition of the we ll educated individual. In this,
no habit is more persuasive than systems of req uirements
-majors and minors and fixed curricula-a prede termined idea of what constitutes a suffic ient general and
particular education for the undergraduate.
Whatever the best intentions of such systems, it is
obvious that individual student opti on is only minimally
allowed and that students are burdened with the requ irement of study generalization when they may want to
concentrate, or of concentrati on when they may want
the opportunity of wider exp loration. Also, students are
usually permitted on ly smal l variation of their initial,
often premature, commitment to a maj or without serious
loss of credit, even though they may have developed an
intense interest in some other subjec t studied more
recent ly. In short, th e undergraduate college student
has had no important independence in furnishing his/her
educational interests and is large ly res tricted to a preset educational experience which, however appropriate
to the composite average student, may not serve the
individua l.
Col umbia College has turned away from such curr icular
restrictions. All requirements have been minimized to
permit the widest student option. A genuinely flexible
system prevails. Whi le genera l education and special
concentration are implicit, students may largely engage
themselves according to their interest and talent.
The whole col lege process is meant to help the student
realize his or her potenti al. As a part of this approach,
facu lty advisors review and evaluate the student's
progress and assist in f urther program planning.

Students May Give Major Emphasis to Study In:

Fi lm
Photography
Broadcast Communications
Radi o
Television
Performing Arts
Theater
Music
Dance
Graphic Arts and Craft Arts
Writing/English
Public Information
Journalism
Advertising
Humanities
Social Studies
Science and Human Environment

Courses of Instruction

Course offerings are listed under subject headings
within four general areas of study: Life Arts, Media Arts,
Performing Arts, and Visual Arts. These somewhat
arbitrary designations serve as convenient reference
rather than as constricting categories. They are also
meant to bre ak down traditional restrictive academic
categories in order to encourage interd isciplinary and
other creative, integrated approaches to the learn ing
experience.
In each general area the purpose of the educational
program is to help the student to examine his or her own
life, its values, potentials, sources of strength and
inhibitio ns to creative endeavor. Columbia College
seeks not merely to offer courses, bu t to make its general
educational program such that students' lives can be
substan tially improved for having participated in it. This
is achieved largely through the efforts of an outstanding
faculty. Each course is taught by a significant scholar or
artist who has demonstrated ability to work successfully
with students.
To provide addi t ional educat i onal opportun i t i es,
Columbia has established cooperative arrangements
with various educational and cultural institutions in
Chi cago. Students may, with the College's permission,
enroll in courses at these institutions. Details may be
obtained from the Dean of Student Services.
T he College reserves the right to offer and schedule
courses according to its estimate of appropria te occasion, but courses are offered at regular semester intervals
consistent with course sequence requirements. Whi le
the usual term of a College class is a fu ll fifteen weeks,
some subjects may be offered in intensive concentrations for shorter periods ranging from one to eight weeks
within the fifteen- week semester. Such intensive seg ments might meet more frequently than normal courses;
examples are Theater courses specifically involved with
a particular production, and special intensive courses
in Music.
Courses described in the fol lowing section of the
cata log are selected from the core program of each
department. For specific information about any given
semester, the Class Schedule and Course Description
Bulletin should be consulted.
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Within the general area of studies designated as Li fe
Arts, Columbia College includes those subj ects and
concerns generally found wi thin the liberal arts program.
The Life Arts are properly thought of as those areas in
which knowledge a nd study serve to sharpen the
inte llect , develop analytical abilities, and fami liarize
th e student with historical and intellectual traditions.
Their function is to increase sensitivity not only to the
stude nt's particular area of professional or artistic
interest, but to a broader, humanistic context involving
the entire cultural history of societies.
At Columbia College, Life Arts has another meaning. The
Life Arts are viewed as an integral part of every discipline,
craft and profession. They are the con temporary ap-

proach to education for th e good life . From this perspective a college experience is seen as an opportunity to
help the student live more successfully, more actively
and more fully. Li beral education subjects are given an
ac ti ve presence in career education and fields of
specialization. At the same time a significant participatory quality is added to liberal educati on studies.
This ori entation fi nds expression in several specific life
arts courses dealing with subjects such as human
sexuality, consumer intelligence, health and medical
services, and prejudices and taboos. It is also found in
the crea ti ve approach taken to the teaching of a variety
of traditional courses in the general curriculum.

Life Arts

Writing/English
The Writing Department program grows out of a well
developed, structured, highl y fle xible, imaginative method called Story Workshop. Originated by the chairperson
of the department and taught by a facu lty of wri ters
trained in both its th eory and practices, Story Workshop
bypasses unproductive, constrictive criticism of th e
student's writing fau lts and utilizes instead, through
personal discovery in a group setting, a wide variety of
word exercises, image tellings, writing exercises and
oral readings. Perceptual coachings from the Workshop
director assist each stud ent to discover his or her own
writer's voice and imagination .
Story Workshop unites the process of readi ng and
writing, of telling and listening, of perceiving and com-

municating. Story Worksh op does much more than a
writing class alone. Participants have shown increased
ability to conceptualize and organize th eir thoughts and
experi ences, a prime concern of any writin g teacher,
and have done so in an atmosphere where the work
effort is ofte n exciting, joyful and stimu lating. Direct
guidance, offered in the personal conferences of teacher
and stude nt, is an essentia l aspect of the program.
The Writing Department also offers a supplementary
program of reading and literature classes for serious
writing students and other interested persons, and
special lectures and seminars by visiting authors, poets,
and journalists.

Writing courses include:
Fiction Writing l, II, Ill, Advanced: The high ly flexible
Story Workshop method , used by professi onal wri ters, is
the basic approach in the writing courses at Columbia .
Th e emphasis upon the individual relationship to the
Workshop director is presen t from th e beginning, and
this emphasis increases as the student moves at his or
her pace in developing perceptual and technical imaginative abili ti es. Students do often make quite remarkable progress, as the books of Columbia writing show
(Don't You Know There's a War On? and It Never
Stopped Raining). The Advanced Story Workshops
concentrate on the various te chniques of writing a
story and novel.
Writing Workshop I, II: This course is designed to meet
the student at his or her level of wri ting and general
verbal ski lls, and to enable each individual to develop
these skills progressively, using the Story Workshop
approach. Students in th e group participate in word ,
telling, reading, and writing exercises, guided by an
experi enced Workshop director. The basic princ iples
and exercises can be directly applied in many areas
involvi ng observation and inquiry such as theater, music,
drawing and painti ng, film , photography, socia l sciences,
history, journalism, etc. This course is required for all
enterin g freshmen.
Playwriting Workshop: The objective of the Workshop
is to equip the student with the knowledge and skills
needed in order to write effectively for the th eater.
Emphasis is on actual writi ng under the guidance of a
practic ing playwright. Students' work is presented within
the Workshop by means of script-in-hand readings
followed by exploratory disc ussions designed to help
develop th eir work still further. Th e course also inc ludes
readings and discussions of the history and basic
prin ciples of thea ter.

Poetry Workshop-Beginning and Advanced: For Writing Department majors; however, other qualified students may enrol l. The Workshop is con ducted by a
visiting poet of national disti nctio n. The professional
criti cism of the instru ctor/ poet is avai lable to the
student, and all students enrolled should anticipate
helpful and serious emphasis upon the producti on of
poetry of conti nuously increasing quality.
Imaginative Drawing and Painting-A Cross- Discipline
Art Course: A stimulating cross -disciplinary excursion
into the imaginative process using strong motivational
and instructional exercises in drawing and painting
combined with the Story Workshop word exerc ises and
responses, oral readings, and understanding of image ,
actual dreams and fa ntasies. The course involves an
exploration of image and space, voice and percepti on
as they apply to drawing and painting, with an emphasis
on the evocative powers of the naked word. Drawi ng
and painti ng media are simple-pen and ink, pencil,
chalk, tempera , etc., and there are no prerequisites in
ei th er discipline, other than a desire to draw and paint.
Story and Journal: The use and study of the student's
person al journal and the journals and notebooks of
authors such as Melville, Kafka, Nin and Boll as a
device for the explorati on of the imagination, the
re cording of the living image, and the writing of fragments and dreams, all of which lead to story.
Writing for Television and Radio: Students learn to take
their original material and convert it into scenarios and
scripts for radio and television.
Story and Journalism: A four-hour Workshop devoted to
observa tion, investigation, reading and Workshop exploration of a selected event in order to produce either
factual or ficti onal pieces. In addition to identifying an
event and observing it, students read relevant background materials.
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Psych ology Through Story: This Workshop poses the
questions: What sort of person is this? How does this
person differ from other people? How does this person
react to different situati ons? What is this person's
fantasy life? The person wi ll be considered primarily as
found in story, but also from a psychological perspective.
After compl eting the Workshop, students should represent people in their stories more accurately and fully.
Fiction Forum: A seminar and tutorial situation in which
writing students work on a conference , critique, and
discussion basis under the direction and guidance of a
noted author.

Psychology of War- T he Combat Experience: A special
concentration wi thin the Writing/English Department,
using Story Workshop methods, on combat as human
experience; soldier as victor, victim, and survivor. War
and war-related experiences through the eyes and
voices of Tolstoy, Remarque, James Jones, Wilfred
Owe n, new writers on Viet Nam, and others. Study,
discussion, and some writing of the un iversals (the spirit
of atroc ity, satisfaction of anger, death anxiety, survivor
guilt, etc.) in terms of student experience.
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Humanities
The Human ities Department at Columbia College is not
designed as a special or separate study emphasis. Its
objective is to relate to other departments and areas in
a manner which will serve to expand the dimensions and
breadth of the public arts curricula of the College and the
horizons of the students. It conceives its function as
one of universalizing and humanizing the methods
and skills acqui red by the student; of enriching and
expanding percepti on , knowledge , and sensitivity in all
areas of the arts and educatio n. Its concern is the
essential substance of the educated intellige nce.
The Humanities program provides an integrating structure for diverse courses. Broadly speaking it refe rs to th e
cultural history of the human race , to the study of man
as creator of artifacts and symbols, and to the discovery
and understanding of recu rring themes in the history of
human thought and expression.
Courses are offered in art, history, aesthetics, literature,

Humanities courses inc lude:
Philosophy: A general survey of the field of philosophy
in which significant currents of thought are considered.
The works of leading phi losophers are studied. The
course is designed to introduce the student to philosophical issues and inquiry. At student initiation, other
courses may be presented as alternatives, such as
Eastern Philosophies, Mysticism and the Occult, and
Contemporary Dialectics.
Art History: A study of art in its historical development
with special emphasis on the interacting effects of
culture, personality, and arts of various methods and
media.
The Ancient Mediterranean: What is the relation of the
pyramids of Egypt, the towers of Babylon, and the
Acropolis of Athens? Through illustrated lectu res on
ancient Egypt, Sumeri a, and Babylonia, the student is
introduced to the interrelated civilizations of the Anc ient
Near East and the ir relationshi p in turn to the art and
civ ili za tion of Mycenaea n , Archa i c a nd Classica l
Greece. An extensive examination of art and style in
ancient Greece is the main core of the course. An
examinati on of the development of Hellenistic art
follows. Students explore its influence on the populations of Italy, Spain and ancient Gaul and the growth of
what we know as the art of the Roman world. All lec tures
are thoroughly illustrated by slides of art treasures and
archeological sites.
Women in Literature: A survey of women writers of
fiction, drama, poetry, etc. and/or fema le characters in
literature. Through reading and discussion the class
examines the authors and subjects in terms of their

philosophy, re ligion, and music. In addition to standard
courses in U.S. History, World History, and history of
specific regions, such as Latin America, Far East or
Middle East, history courses dealing with specific
periods, areas, or issues are offered periodically. T he
basic curricul um in literature inc ludes courses in various
categories. The first focuses on a specific literary period
stressing the relationship of literature and culture as, for
example, European Society and Literature , and Greek
Poetry and Society. Another category consists of
courses dealing with a single author, stressing the
relationship of literature to biography and artisti c growth :
Mann and Hesse, Dostoyevsky, and Shakespeare. A
third group of courses is based on an analysis of literary
genre , stressing the relationship of literature to aesthetics and form. These include American Gothic Fiction,
Modern Japanese Poetry, and The Mystery Novel. A
fourth category focuses on literary criticism, examining
multiple critical approaches, as in Criticism of the
Performing Arts.

persona l consciousness , re lationsh ips with men, social
independe nce, and other issues. This course is open to
men and women.
Taboos-Personal and Social Inhibitions: This course
is designed to deal with those subjects which we have
labeled off-limits, both in our personal lives and our
lives as members of society. Why this is so, and how
humans have historically and in current times come to
terms wi th these atavisms is a primary focus of study.
Future: A survey through various art forms (with emphasis
on literature) which looks at individual authors' perceptions of the future. Among the works discussed are:
Plato's Republic , Machiavelli's The Prince, Hobbes'
Leviathan, Huxley's Brave New World , Orwell's 1984,
Vonnegut's Piano Player, and Toeffler's Future Shock.
Psychology in Literature: Th is course is an investi gation
of the psychological development of personal ity as
shown in creative literature. Through a close reading
of th e works of such artists as Ana is Nin, T . S. Eliot, and
James Baldwin, an attempt is made to understand th e
humanistic, existenti al growth of individuals in relat ion
to themselves, oth ers, and society.
American Gothic Fiction: The course examines the
Gothic romance as a major tradition in American fict ion.
Unlike the social novel, its style is not realistic or didactic, but rel ies on texture and atmosphere to objectify
psychic states. At its heart lies a mystery never fully
clarified. By directly evoking experiences of wonder and
terror, the genre affects the total fee li ng of readers, not
simply their intelligence. This imagination of evil within
men and women and disaster in the universe comments
bleakly though ind irectly on man and society.
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Individualism Versus Communality-The Classic Statements: T his conflict appears in many guises: it may be
law versus conscience; private versus public ; or conven tion and tradition versus freedom and identity. Proposed
readings include historical statements and meditations
on this theme: Sophoc les, Antigon e; Plato, Apology
and Crito; Ibsen, A Doll's House; Dostoyevsky, Crime
and Punishment; and selections from important co ntemporary writing on the subject, such as Riesman,
Individualism Reconsidered.

Artistic Personality in Literature: The contents of this
course focuses on the experience of defining oneself
as an artist, as this experience has been understood and
expressed by 20th century writers. It is a literary examination of a process of identification, emotional, intellectual, and aesthe tic. The course culminates in tentative
statements concerning the nature and character of the
artisti c personality.
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Social Studies
The Social Studies program is non-conventional. It
takes an interdisciplinary approach to the study of
society and accepts the legitimacy of action. The program affirms the notion that stud ents are capable of
accepting the primary responsibility for making important decisions about the focus of their own education
and its goals.
Students are asked to confront the fact tha t th ey are
more than stud ents; they are parti cipants, supporters,

and critics of the social ord er. Columbia asks students
to do more than study; it asks that they participate as
capable, intellige nt, active, and humane people in their
society and time, and in the development of constructi ve alternatives.
The Social Studies program offers a vari ety of subjects
and alternate study plans. Courses may be taken at
stud ent election or may constitute one of th e stu dent's
main concentrations.

Social Studies courses include:
The American Presidency: T he American Presidency is
often referred to as the most powerful office in the
world. Rec ent events at home and abroad have necessitated a reevaluation of the powers, prerogatives and
peri ls of the presidency. This course examines the
constitutional moorings of the powers of the president
in both foreign and domestic policy. The emphasis is on
viewing the executi ve office in relation to the American
system of government as a whole . To that end, the
relationship of the presidency with congress, the executive machinery, the judiciary and the press are reviewed
through a comparative approach .
Analysis of Communication Media: A seminar concerned
with serious analysis of communications medi a from a
street perspective. Students participate in creating and
evaluating material within a cultural contex t as well as
from an aesthetic viewpoint. Common-interest group
projects relating to areas of communication are developed as part of the seminar.
Legal Survival: This course deals with the topics: landlord and tenant; co ntract, consumer, economic and
debt matters; laws of arrest and detention; law of copyrights. Other possible areas for class consideration include: family law, social legislation, civil rights, race and
th e law, abortion.
Politics of the Oceans: Historically, oceans have served
two main purposes: transportation and fishing . With the
rapid advance in tec hnology, oceans are now being
used to augment the fast disappearing land reserves of
petroleum and other valuable minerals. Oceans hold
the promise of feeding the protein defi cient populations
of the world. The determination of the future status of
the oceans is an urgent poli tical challenge. Since 1967,
the sea bed has been intensively discussed and debated
in the United Nations. The basic question, as in most
other controversies is-who gets what? What are the
limits of national control over the ocean resources?

Politics of the Oceans is an interdisciplinary course
borrowing from international poli tics, in ternati onal law,
geography and oceanography. The objective of the
course is an appraisal of the problems and opportunities

posed by the growing exploitation of the oceans in an
effort to better understand the environment.
Philosophy of Education: Schooling is an experience
shared by virtually all Americans today. In the course
this common experience-the structure and process of
insti tutionalized education and its underlying assumptions-is examined. Historical, economic, political and
sociological roots are considered as background for the
analysis of basic issues facing Ameri can education.
Archetypes and Patterns of Comparative Religion: An
introduction to the archetypes, symbols, motifs and
patterns that are basic to world religions. An overview
of the working of th ese symbols in the myths and rituals
of traditional religions. Are these symbols and patterns
based on religious experi ences still meaningful today
in film and art? Do modern men go through initiations?
Why are certain images in art and literature still so
compe lling to us today and some so quickly forgotten?
What can the study of comparati ve reli gion tell us about
the collective unconscious, the psychic unity of the
family of man, about ourselves today?
Missing Pages in U.S. History: This course deals with
aspects of the history of the United States which have
either been neglected or played down for a number of
reasons (in tentional or unintentional), but which are
significant to an understanding of American history.
Among subjects covered are Black history, American
Indian history, and Latino history.
Violence-Personal and Political: This course focuses
on the nature of violence in both personal and politica l
life. Primary attention is given to the thesis of revolutionary violence advocated by the A lgerian revolutionary Frantz Fanon.
As part of the analysis, the lives and works of advocates of non-violent social change are also studied .
Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. Martin Luther King , Jr., and Cesar
Chavez provide examples of men who dedicated their
lives to non-violence. Outside speakers with direct personal experience in the civil rights and peace movements interact with students.
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Race in America: Perhaps the most obvious, but nonetheless most neglected area of the problems facing us
today with regard to racism, group relations, etc., is that
of ignorance. It is ignorance of one another and, for
many of us, lack of knowledge of oursel ves. This course
is designed to answer the practical questions and speak
to the potential problems and fears of those of us who
intend to live and work in a multi- racial society.
Contemporary Women's Consciousness: T aught from a
feminist viewpoint, th e course examines the origins of
the current women's movement in 19th and 20th cen tury
U.S. and Britain. Through readings, discussions, and
some lectures-it deals with goals and problems of
women, the politics of liberation, factions within the
movement, and individual women's and men's cultural
ro les.

Afro-American History and Culture: This course traces
the history of African Americans from the con ti nent of
Africa and provides a background in basic aspects of
African history. These include a study of Africa as th e
earliest kn own home of humankind, Egyptian civilization
and how it con tri buted to th at of Europe, and African
kingdoms before European entry into th e continent.
Independent Project-Experimental Education, Field
Experience: An opportunity to discuss and participate
in the new school efforts at educational reform. The
course is structured around classroom analysis with an
apprenticeship type experience from a new school
working relationship.
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Science and the
Human Environment
An understanding of the physical world is as basi c a part
of a liberal educ ati on as is an und erstanding of society,
institutions and modes of human expression . T o appreci ate th e growing significance of contemporary sc ienc e
in th e li fe of th e individual and society, Columbia offers
severa l basi c sc ience courses. Th ese courses are not
designed to provide a foundation fo r a major in the
natural or physic al sci enc es. Each is organized around
major conce pts, an understanding of which wi ll give th e
studen t some fundamen tal insights into a give n area.

•

Emphasis is given to general and special histories of
science, curren t developments and happenings in
science, and their social and environmental effec ts.

Science courses include:
History of Science I, II: A seri es of courses, each of
wh ich may be taken independently, investigating the
major scien tific advancements of a given historical
period and relating th em to th e flow of history in other
fie lds as well as sc ience. Th e courses explore the relationship of scientific though t to its time , the relationshi p
of science to the individ ual , and the co nsequences of
scienti fi c advancemen t.
Science, Health, and Society: The course examines the
function of medical science in public health and social
polic y, providing the medical backgroun d necessary for
an understandi ng of the rudiments of public health
policy. The course also considers issues, recen t events,
and opport unities in public heal th .
History and Theory of Evolution: An examination of th e
origin and validity of the idea of evolu ti on. The inquiry
ranges beyond Darwi n's and Lamarck's theories of
physical evolution into detailed consideration of th e
possibil ity of psyc hological and moral evolution.
Great Discoveries in Astronomy-Ancient to Modern:
Ancient astronomers kn ew far more about th e sky than
is imagined today. How did they learn th at the Earth is
round, estimate its si ze, or even guess it to be a pla net
orbiting the sun? A survey of their achievements in all
parts of the world, from the trilithons of Stonehenge and
the passageways of the Great Pyramid to th e geometry
of the Greeks and the calendar of the Maya. An analysis
of how the age- old vision of man at the cen ter of the
universe was broken by Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler,
and Newton , and replaced by the twen ti eth cen tury's
incred ible vista of billions of galaxies and an expandi ng
universe.

Galaxies-Cosmology: First, an exploration of earth's
own island of stars- the Milky Way Galaxy- and the
sun's orbit within it. Next, an inspection of galaxies and
a look beyond to the gian t clusters of galaxies whose
motions suggest that the entire universe is expanding.
Exploding galaxies, interac ting galaxies, and the perplexi ng quasars lead in to the mysteries of galactic
formation and evolution. Fi nally, the course turns to
general relativity and the various models of th e universe,
such as " big-bang" and " steady-state," to try to
determine the overall shape and possible past and future
states of the universe. A fi eld trip to a local observatory
is included.
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The Media Arts- Broadcast Communications (Radio
and Television) and Public In formation (Journalism and
Advertising), are involved with communica tion of information , en tertainment, and art. Each of these departme nts stresses the technological i nformation necessary
to a modern ed ucation in its field by means of a ri gorous

on-the-job curriculum closely resembling ac tual professional conditions. At the same time, participation in
other offerings of the College ensures that students'
learni ng in the Med ia Arts encompasses not merely the
technical facilities of communication , but the human,
artisti c, and social dimensions of their professions.

Media Arts

Broadcast
Communications
The central objective of the Broadcast Communications
Department is to educate specia lists in the creative and
commercia l practices of television and radio and to give
students an appreciation of the social and cu ltural
potential of these most infl ue ntial public arts.
Both the Televi sion and Radio Departments, which
together consti tute Broadcast Communications, utilize
studio facilities duplicating actual broadcast conditions.
Practical and conceptual interests are combined in the
classroom, with subjects taught by working professionals. Emphasis is given to providing the student with
skills to work creatively in jobs in production-crafts,
such as producer, director, writer; and in service and
administrative jobs in continuity, traffic, sales, promotion,
research, and merchandising. All students are expected
to take courses in allied fields of film, journalism, photography, advertising, and in liberal education.

The student whose interests are in broadcast media
becomes involved with the practical life of television
and radio immediately in the studio and with teachers
who are leading broadcast professionals.

The Broadcast Communi cations curricu lum has two
main emphases: 1} the laboratory sequence for those
students whose strongest interests lie in the performance, programming and creative areas, and 2) the
administration/management sequence for those who
have a strong orien tation to television and radio station
organization and operations. A good professional education inc ludes a working knowledge of both areas as
well as a basic knowledge of associated media arts.
The department has a fully equipped television studio.

Television courses include:
The basic three course req uirement for all advanced
producti on sequencesTelevision 1- Facilities: The basic television course
prerequisite to all lab classes. Comprehensive coverage
of operationa l equipment, its limitations and accompanying terminology. Includes studio cameras, lenses,
microphones, control consoles, video tape, switchers,
projec tors, multi-plexers, and lights.
Telvision 11 - Studio: A pre- production concentration in
the television studio using fu ll facili ties. Designed to
develop practical experience and expertise in the use
and application of all television equipment.
Television Ill-Production: Initial concentra ti on upon
special visual/aud io effects and lighting, using fu ll
facilities , fol lowed by ful l-scale television production.
A necessary technical and creative preparation for th e
workshop series.
Fundamentals of Television: T he prerequisite to all
management-oriented television c lasses such as broadcast sales, research, merchandising, etc. It is a comprehensive survey of departmental organization and
function, job classi fication and unions, business practices and terminology.
Television-A Third View (TV Critic/ Columnist) : The
course obj ective is to teach the individual how to view
television critically and to provide students with a basic
understanding of the disciplines involved in the critic's
job, whether film, music, theater, or television. The

vari ous approaches of th e critic/columnist are analyzed
as are the methods of research, sources of information,
views of controversial issues, responsibility, and variations in format and style. Guest lecturers deal with specialized subjects such as ratings, children's programs,
advertising agencies, government regulations, etc.
Television Production - Drama Workshop: The production and operations segment of the three-part series in
television drama. This group operates all facilities necessary to the production of three television dramas.
Television Workshop-Scene Design, under the leadership of a top designer, creates and designs the se ttings
for the dramas, and the T elevision Ac ti ng Workshop
selec ts the scripts and is responsible for the performance. These three classes have the common goal of
three television dramatic presen tations during the 15week semester.
Radio and Television- The Golden Age: An informal,
nostalg ic look at the sights and sounds of thirty years of
radio and television programming. Drawing on his collection of over 20,000 radio and television programs
from the 1930s, 40s, and 50s, Chuck Schaden presents a
non- technical view of broadcasting and explores all
aspec ts of programming: comedy, variety, mystery,
drama, news, etc. Audio tape recordings, film and kinescopes provide documentation for this course which
bridges the broadcasting gap between yesterday and
today. There will be frequent guests who produced,
directed and starred in the specific programs presen ted
and discussed.
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Radio courses include:
A basic two course requirement for all advanced radio
sequencesRadio Broadcasting 1: A primary course in radio broadcasting and radio station procedure. Practical experience in the main broadcasting functions: announcing,
record music, control board, broadcast news , radio
writing, and commercial procedu res. Radio as a medium
of public service and for education.
Radio Broadcasting II: Station operation within the
broadcast day. Class offers integrated practice in the
various broadcasting fu ncti ons: announcing, writing,
program bu ilding, acting, station management and program directin g, advertising, sales and promotions and
record programs. Emphasis is on developing individuality and personal style of broadcasting.
Fundamentals of Radio: The prerequisite to all management-oriented radio classes such as broadcast sales,
research, merchandising, etc. It is a comprehensive
survey of departmental organization and function , job
classifica ti on and unions, and business practices and
terminology.
College Radio Programs: Col lege Radio Programs consists of producing a weekly show to be presented during
a designated period. Programs can include music, talk
commercials, and public service information, but must
be pertinent to the student body. Requirements include
both commercial writing and public service writi ng. All
prog rams are produced over the closed circuit radio
facilities of the College.

College Radio News: College Radio News consists of
editing, writing, and presenting news over the College
closed circuit radio facility. Required of each newsperson is the gathering and rewri ting of news from the
wire service. Newspersons present their news at the
hour, and prepare headlines to be read by the announcer
at the half-hour. Commentaries are written and presented once week ly.
Radio Production-Interview and Discussion: This
class is limited to ten students selected by the department chairpe rson. They are under the supervision of the
producer of a maj or interview and discussion program
currently heard over one of the nation's top radio stations. The students are totally responsible for the production, ed iting , and dubbing of the Columbia College
produced radio program Listen which is broadcast
weekly over local stations. Each student in turn acts as
moderator and is responsible along with the student
producer for doing the necessary research for each of
these programs whi ch feature special guests in keeping
with the "how to" concept of the show. A copy of the
program moderated is given to each student thus givin g
him/ her an excellent demo.

One of a four-part series programming sequence which
includes country-western, middle-of-the-road, and fine
music is:
Music Programming-Jazz, Soul and Rock: An in-depth
study of jazz, sou l, and rock music formats with an
instructor recognized as a veteran professional in the
area. Comparison of programming and marketing techniques and va lues. Examination of audience distribution
and buying power. Appl ication of audience research to
the programming problem.
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Public Information
Journalism and Advertising constitute the core ol the
Publ ic Information Department. Th e department is
essentially an administrative grouping of interests in
journa lism, print media, advertising and related subjects
of public policy. Both Advertising and Journalism, apart
from their distinct practices, engage crafts of many of
the College's other subjects.
The instructional method of Publi c Information is essentially practical and craft oriented. Drawing on prominent
professionals, the department has developed a distinguish ed faculty. It represents both the independent,
community-oriented newspapers as well as the major
daily and magazine in the case of Journalism and th e
small, independent as well as the large, well -e stablished
agency in the case of Advertising.

Journalism courses include:
Fundamentals of Journalism: A broad survey of the field
of journalism, focusing on a study of newspapers,
magazines and in-house publications. The course consists of lectures, discussions, films, visi ts to loca l newspaper plants, and interviews with journalists.
Newswriting: The aim of this course is crisp, objective
writing. Students learn to take th e basic who-whatwhere-when - why approach and adap t it to newspaper,
magazine, or radio-te levision styl es. T opics include:
which leads (opening sentences) invite a reader or
listener to pay attention, what do assignment edi tors for
the various media expect a reporter to learn and then
write, how to write those assignments wi thin the limits of
time (radio and television) and space (newspapers and
magazines), how one news story can be adapted to th e
four media categories. Studen ts compare coverage of
one news story as it appeared (same-day) in the media.
Students also discuss how a news story can be expanded
to a magazine story-or contra c ted to a photo caption.
The Black Press- 1826 to 1974: The course focuses on
the role of th e Black press in fiv e crucial stages of
American history: Abolition, Re constru ction, the Nadir,
Black Response, Black Power. The crusading Black
journalist exposed and documented the most flagrant
fo rms of atrocities from slavery to lynching to the denial
of basic human rights. Specific jou rnalists and publishers addressed in the context of their age include:
Frederick Douglass, W. E. B. DuBois, Ida B. Wells
Barn ett, Marcus Garvey, A. Philip Randolph and Robert
S. Abbott. Specific issues include criticism of Black
leaders and the cost of a free Black press.
The Magazine: Periodical j ournalism is examined in
concept and practice through a combined seminarlecture approach with guest experts in special areas of
publishing, art direction and editing. The aim is to
explore the history of magazines, varying journalistic
practices , the business requi rements of advertising
sales, circu lation and promotion, th e artisti c demands
of design, layout and typ ography, the role of editors,

th e function of photography (from Life to Playboy), the
forensics of rights, permissions and libel, concepts of
magazin e writing (from the New Yorker to New Journalism), and guidelines to opportunities in the trade.
Journalism Workshop: Explorin g the city as journalists,
students learn techniques of inestimative reporting,
news-feature writing for publication, and use of video
tape as a journalistic resource. Students work on in depth news feature stories using the city as a resource.
The class meets once a week for seminar and once a
week for a lab session in the College Newsroom. Guest
lectures by journalists and field trips are included. The
course gives student newswriters an opportunity to
develop a portfolio of publishing writi ng.

Advertising courses include:
General Advertising: The course is designed to provide
the students wi th a meaningful overview of advertising
and the seemingly unrelated steps involved in the
development of an effec tive advertising program. Professional guest speakers and contemporary literature
supplement class discussions based on case histories
and current campaigns.
Advertising, Media and Society: T his course is designed
to explore the assump tions, objectives, and ethical and
moral considerations implicit in the fie ld of advertising
and exemplified in the mass media.
Fundamentals of Public Relations: Exploration of con temporary applications of public relations techniques
includ ing support of marketing, governmen t and communi ty relations, employee and internal communications, and counseling and guidance to management.
Comparison of public relations practi ti oner today with
press agents and publicists of the past. Overview of
necessary skills including writing of releases, programs,
and reports; servicing accounts; deve loping and maintaining medi a contacts; merchandising results and
account management.
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Th e Performing Arts program brings together Theater,
Music and Dance. Students may concentrate on one of
these arts mainly or whatever combination serves their
talent and interest. In the larg est sense , there is a close
relationship between Theater, Music, and Dance wh ich

strongly influences th e Performing Arts curricul a. All
place strong emphasis on public performance in neighborhood theater settings and there is a strong theme of
professionalism throughout th e enti re Performing Arts
program.

Performing Arts

Theater- Music
Center
The Columbia Theater-Music Center presents a comprehensive learning opportunity for students interested
in these arts. The Music Department emphasizes practical, intensive, specialized education and public opportunity for students whose main interests are in performing
or composing theatrical music, opera, ballet, musical
comedy, film and stage, and other mixe d dramatic music
forms. The Theater Department emphasizes acting
skills, directing, speech, stagecrafts, playwriting , theater
management, and mature experience in dance movement, music, television, and film through close association with other Columbia College departments.
The Theater program presents an imaginative and comprehensive theater opportunity. It is oriented toward
developing students for careers in theater arts. The
program emphasizes theater crafts on and off stage,
giving extended training in usable ski lls basic to all the
arts of theater. Fundamental techniques include scene
study sessions which consist of practice, analysis, performance, and preparations related to the Theater's
productions.
The Music program offers the singer training in basic
music theory, sightsinging, vocal training, chorus and
general musical literacy, and theater and dance movement training in associated Dance and Theater departments. It offers the composer basic musical instruction
and individualized composition courses and seminars
in a range of musical forms. It also provides special
courses taught by distinguished teachers in orchestra-

lion; music scene study and musical improvisation;
practical preparations for students who expec t to complete a music education at a conservatory but who must
first improve their musical literacy and ski lls; and many
opportun ities for popular musicians and perf ormers in
jazz, folk, and rock who want mature and more versa til e
musical skills.
Performance is an importan t aspec t of Theater and
Music department activi ties, both for experi ence and
public recognition . Theater students learn and perform
at Columbia's neighborhood theater. Department projects explore conventional and alternative th ea ter styles
and settings. The Music Department has perf ormed
concerts and th ea tri cal works using jazz, rock, and
classical idioms in community theaters, high schools,
living rooms, television studios, bowling alleys, and offbroadway houses. These have employed student, amateur, and professional performers in various combinati ons. A major asset of the Music Department has been
t he ability to combine amateurs and professionals
together in the same production and crea te a new sense
of the word harmony.

The goa l has remained constant over the years: to
create a totall y integrated artist ic experience where
performance, creation, and education come together
to create an intense, uplifting, and real communion of
artist and audience.

Theater courses include:
Acting I, II, Ill; Advanced Acting-Motivation and Character: Exercises designed toward acquiring acting skills
in the psycho-physical methods. The series of courses
is designed to provide a basic knowledge of methods
available for beginners in the fie ld of acting. Discussion
of plays, character, the intent of the author, weighi ng
political and sociological impli cations, are all included .
Advanced Acting is the last of the series designed to
teach an approach to character and moti vatio n. The
objec tive is to delve into the character portrayals in the
play. Intensive workshop and play reading.
Black Theater: A special history of Black theater in
America and its antecedents. Contemporary issues.
Study of Black playwrights and theater literature drawn
from Black experience. Play projects in Black theater.
Young People's Theater: This course is designed to
explore the various aspects of child ren's involvement
with theater. Emphasis is on storytelling, creative drama,
participa!ion in the classroom, and theater performance.

History of the Theater: This course seeks to provide the
student with a sense of history and a sound working
knowledge of the origins of the th ea ter and its development to the present day. Topics covered in the first
semester includ e: the birth of drama, religious festivals,
Greek tragedy, comedy and satire, the old and new
comedy, stage presen tation , costume (machina, masks,
etc.), Roman spectacle and violence, the Christi an era,
and the Dark Ages. Detailed study, presentation , and
performance of ex tracts from Greek tragedy and comedy
are included.
Stage Makeup and Costume: This course is designed to
give the student a basic working knowled ge of stage
makeup and costume. It covers all typ es of makeup
techniques, including character and fantasy styles. The
effects of stage li ghting on color are analyzed . Historical
development of theatrical costume, how to improvise,
make, adapt, and act in it with conviction. Th e student
is expected to create a complete makeup and costum e
for a character of his/her own choice.
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Musi c courses include:
Theory and Sightseeing-Introduction, II , Ill , and IV:
Beginning with a class in music literacy covering the
following topics: notation, basic calligraphy, major and
minor scales and chords derived from tetra chords. duple
and triple meters, and ea r training (major and minor
tri ads and some intervals), th e series of courses proceeds to intermediate an d advanced le vels. Theory and
Sightsinging IV includes the following topics: an introduc ti on to non-3rd chords, the Hind em ith system of root
determination (of chords and intervals), extensive singing of Bach and Mozart instrumental pieces, and ear
training (al l seven th chords). Special emphasis on simultaneously sounded intervals, and adva nced harmonic
dic tati on.
Blues and Rock Piano: A course which requires no music
reading abil ity but employs instead the student's ear,
starting with simple basses of boogie pianist, Henry
Brown, through styles of Jimmy Yancy, Albert Ammons,
etc.

Black Music Roots: Miles, Coltrane, Ellington: Gelling
into the Jazz evolu ti on (1940-t970) through the minds
and music of its most outstanding art ists-Duke Ellington,
Charlie Parker, Gillespie, and Weather Report.
Chorus: An ensemble class in which homophonic choral
works, mostly of the Baroque period, are studied and
performed. Intensive training in choral tech niqu es is
also given.
Form and Anal ysis: A c lass in th e study of musical form
and structure, esp ecially two-part and three-part song
forms, th eme and variations, and the sonata- allegro form .
Class in Music and Theater: A class in musical /theatrical im provisation, with an emphasis on the non-player
p erformer (singer, dancer, actor). Open to a small number of players as well (especially appropriate for th ese if
th ey sing, dance, or ac t as well).
Ragtime Piano: Study of form and harmony of the
im portan t schools of ragtime, i.e. the classical, stride,
New Orl eans, and barrel house tradi ti ons. Stress is
placed on improvisation.
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Dance Center
Th e Dance Center offers a concentration of practical
cours e work for the stud ent's own enrichment as well as
a pre- professional training opportunity. Whether the
goa l is to teach, perform, or choreograph, the basis of
work lies in the daily strengtheni ng and understanding
of the facil ity of the body. The skill areas of technique,
improvisati on and composition must be mutually developed to insure a matu re, competent artist- teacher
and/ or artist-performer.
All courses are open to college students and to members of the community who do not take the courses for
credit. Conseque ntly, each class is composed of people
from many different backgrounds, with many different
occupati ons, and with a variety of expectations about
dancing. Many of the community students are motivated
by a desire to use movement as a tool in various social
service jobs- in mental hospi tals, nursery schools, community centers, etc.
Works developed in the Production Workshop class,
and independent student and facu lty works are produced in concert. Space is available to local compani es and talented young artists as well as major
performing dance and theater companies outside the
Chicago area. T he Chicago Dance Troupe is the resident professional company of the Dance Center. Students of professional caliber are invited to become
troupe members. Other facu lty members also have professiona l performing companies.

Dance courses includ e:
Dance- Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced: A progressive seri es of courses focusing on individual and group
exploration of movement, technique, and improvisation.
Tai Chi Chuan: A un ique system of slow, even, and
continuous flowing movements. A health building art
and a non-strenuous, pleasant and energy conserving
exercise. The course is excellent as a movement discipline, for relaxation , gaini ng strength and body bal ance, and as a practical way to understand the meaning
and insight of the Taoist philosophy. The long form is
taught in three parts.
Composition: Emphasis is on developing unique solutions to aesthetic problems, utilizing improvisation, and
applying tools of visual and dynamic structure to clarify
content. Most problems require preparation outside of
class meeting time.
Production Workshop: For studen ts who wa nt to propose, produce, and perform their own works. Experience
in composing is necessary so that students can be selfdirected. The teacher provides compositional and producti on advice for students.

Rhythmic Analysis: In c luded are musi cal notat ion,
rhythmi c composition, translation of rhythmi c notation
to movement, and analysis of movement in rhythmic
terms.
Dance Therapy: This field of study is growing rapidly
and practitioners are much in demand . Its goal is the
integration of the psyche and the body to express feeling non-verbally.
African Dance Forms: African dance and music ritu al.
Emphasizing Ghanaian dance forms, the course is
taught by a Ghanaian instructo r.

Special offeri ngs include workshops such as Kathak
Indian Da nce and a Teaching Children 's Dance Work shop; mini-courses with outstanding artists; learning
through movement; mime; and different ethnic forms.
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The Visual Arts include those departments primarily
concerned with visual arti sti c awareness and expression
-Graphic Arts, Film and Photography. Each of these
departments offers a sequence of courses in which the
stud ent can learn the entire craft from professionals
utilizing practical and contemporary facilities. Furth er

courses in aesthetics and criticism develop conceptual
and perceptual foundations for each student's expression of his/her artistic personality.
The work of both student and faculty in these areas has
gained important recognition.

Visual Arts

Film
The Film Department stresses production-learning by
doing. It is concerned with students learning how to
"see" and how to use the grammar of film to transla te
what is seen into an emotional experience for an
audience. Initial emphasis is on practical experience
in the basics of the craft . The development of film technique is accompanied by course work in the aesthetics
of film. Advanced courses provide the opportunity of
specialization in the fundamental disciplines-writing,
directing , cinematography, and editing.
Accent is on the developmen t of craft and creativity,
and on the responsibility implicit in using a medium
which reaches vast audiences. Ultimately the aim is to
provide an opportunity for craft mastery and a learning
experience in the more subtle area of film conception.
It is the sense of the department that anyone seriously
exploring the medium must move beyond technique.
Considerati ons of content and point of view are esse ntial to the rendering of a film story.

The Film Department works exclusively in 16 mm. It has
the necessary facilities-cameras, moviol as, an d
screening rooms-to accommodate full production. Th e
department has one four-plate Steenback editing table
and an animation studio. Its sound studio has the
capacity for voice-over recording, transfer, and mi x.

Columbia Institute of Advanced Film Study
The Columbia Institute of Advanced Film Stud y offers a
continuity of work on the graduate level, wi th emphasis
on film production. The curriculum is designed on an
individual basis, and twelve semester hours of basic
filmmaking technique must be completed, or equivalent
competency demonstrated, before advanced courses
may be undertaken. Upon completion, students are
award ed a Certificate of Advanced Film Study or a
seco nd Bachelor's Degree.

Film courses include:
Film Techniques I, II: The first is a beginning workshop
in expressing ideas with film, including the editing of
basic film elements. Emphasis is on the grammar of film ,
use of time as a dimension, composition of images, the
assembly of montage, etc. Familiarity with the 16 mm
camera (Bolex) and the light meter is emphasized. This
course is an introduction to the elements of the medium
and how they are used to tell a film story. Film Techniques II emphasizes the use of sound; the process of
syncing up, of editi ng tracks, and the use of voice over.
There is the possibility of initiating personal film projects
within the scope of Film Techniques II.
Film Editing: Furthering the exploration begun in the
first year of film study, the course offers the possibility
of beginning specialization. At least two films are edited
as semester projects from stock provided by the school.
Both projects are of sufficient complexity fo r a complete
fi lm statement. Emphasis is on furthe r discovery of the
grammar of film , the montage, its rhythms and its stru cture. Students have the opportunity of choosing to
conform their work and to make answer prints for use as
samples in the professional community.
Directing Seminar: An exploration of both stage and
film script material to define a director's approach or
point of view. An introduction to the staging of scenes,
the blocking of actors, wi th special emphasis on the
director's central interpretive role in deal ing with the
performer in a dramatic si tuation. A tape deck will be
used in ihe final scene studies.

Introduction to Screen Writing: The student begins as a
film writer by isolating and practicing the basic skills:
characterization, plot development, dialogue, etc . Prof essional scripts are studied for their example; emphasis
is on developing the student's ability to explore his own
consciousness in a cinematic way and on the discovery
and definition of the craft of screen wnting.
Developing the Documentary: Students learn how to
" think" documentary; how to conceive research and
develop material for use in the non-fiction fi lm. T he
c lass does tape interviews and some preliminary research
work. The screening of important documentaries is
emphasized in an effort to find the dramatic and structural values common to all good work in this form. The
course helps develop an approach for evaluating
potential documentary material and the systematic
means necessary to rendering it on film.
History of th e Cinema-Woman and the Virgin/ Vamp:
A study of how the feminine image emerges on film.
What expectations have film genres establish ed - such
as the western movie, the gangster movie, the musical
comedy, etc.-in relation to women existing within
them? What influence has the Hollywood star system
had on our conception of woman? What is th e mythic
function of the Hollywood goddess, of the European sex
symbol? Beginning with an exploration of D. W. Griffith's
early images of the virgin/vamp, the course traces an
accumulation of film ideas leading ultimately to a con sideration of the dilemma of woman in contemporary
society.
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For Filmmakers-A Survey of the Related Arts: From
Gri ffith to Arthur Penn, from Bach and Beethoven to the
Beatl es. there has been a constant creative momentum
and that momentum is reflected not in arbitrary change
but in the seemingly inevitable growth of one idea into
another. Ultimate ly all of the arts have in common
elemen ts of structure, of point of view. The means of
the artists may be different but they are usually uni ted
in trying to provoke the onlooker emotionally and intellectually with th eir art. For the filmmake r all arts are
related because film demands the perceptions involved
in dance , drama , painting, music , etc. All of the arts are
encompassed in the medi um and it is the intention of
this course to explore what has been done in other fi elds
so that beginning filmmake rs will be able to draw on
th eir most fundamental resou rce: wha t others have done
before them.
The Film Industry/ Laboratory Practices: The course has
two emphases: the first half of the semester is devoted
to the economics and organization of the fi lm industry
and a discussion of the crafts involved . It includes visi ts
by film people who work in various aspects of the business. The second eight weeks focuses on the workings
of the film laboratory and th e range of experti se nec essary for a filmmaker to deal with this final, often mysterious, repository for work. There is discussion of printing
techniques and of the various fi lm stocks, as well as the
nuances involved in timing both color and black and
white film. Also inc luded is a discussion of the camera,
its workings, and lens optics.

Animation Film I, II: in the first semester the basic concepts of animated films are explored as well as th e
history and background of the art form . Emphasis in
Animation I is on practical work on two-dimensional
line-drawn animation. An imati on II further explores the
two-dimensional eel-animation and includes work in
three-dimensional stop-mot1on animation.
Cinematography: An intensive course offering the possibility of specialization in the use of the motion pi c ture
cam era. Photography exercises are closely supervised
to define problems of light, composition, and lens
choice. Thirty-five millimeter equipment is introduced
but the emphasis is on a refinement of the basics of the
craft that have been introduced in the first year of Film.
Professional Apprenticeship: Advanced students may
work in the film industry while completing their studies,
or they may work on film production made in th e College
for educational clien ts. With the permi ssion of th e Chairman of th e Film Department, the student may earn as
many as six semester hours of credit during th e undergraduate period.
Seminar in Advanced Film Production: Th e most advanced film production opportunity at Columbia College, a course conceived to facilita te the making of the
kind of film nec essary to the finding of jobs in professional picture making.
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Photography
The educational goals of the Photography Department
are four-told: (1) to regard photography as a fi ne art and
to provide an aesthetic and critical background in
which artistic endeavor can thrive; (2) to develop the
student's general visual awareness and, in particular,
to stress photographic literacy as a context for viewing
and making images; (3) to develop techni cal compete nce with respect for the hig hest standards of craftsmanship and disciplin e, thereby preparing the student
professionally for the varied uses of the med ium; (4) to
help stud ents grow in their "photographic personality"
in order that they may communicate as unique individuals. The department feels it important to provide a

place for the student to communicate non-verbally. The
process of self-discovery, an implicit goal of the program , is achieved by use of the classroom cri tique as a
student centered activity.

Photography courses inclu de:

Advanced Photographic Techniques/The View Camera:
The course meets in two sections. The Techniques
section deals with the fundamentals of photographic
science and technology. Areas to be covered include:
use of th e view camera, the photographic tone reproduction cyc le-the zone system, transm ission and
reflection densitometry, negative and print characteristic curves-physical characteristics of photographi c
materials, the theory and applicati on of fil ters, lens,
camera design, archival processing, th e mechanism of
the silver halide emulsion, the psychophysiology of th e
visual process, and in-depth treatment of perspective,
basic princ iples of optics, light and color theory. Assignments deal directly with the technical principles.

Photography I, II: Foundation course in the art and
sc ience of photography. The stude nt extends experience and understand ing by adopting several aesth eti c
positions whi ch are critical to photography. It is taken
concurrently with Darkroom Workshop, an intensive
darkroom experi ence, leading the student to mastery of
basic black and whi te technique.
Photography Ill : This is a direct con tinuation of Photography II with emphasis on more sophisti cated aesthe tic
problems including both straight and experimenta l applications of the medium; the multiple as a non-accidental
image using darkroom and in-camera techniques; the
photographic image in sequence-em phasis on time
and space relationships, contiguous frame, and documentary. Throughout, the student studies the history of
photography in practice by considering trends in photographic history as points of departure for personal work.
Classroom critique.
Basic Studio Photography: This is not a commercial
course but one designed to provid e the artist photograph er with alternati ves to the aesthetic of the found
image and to the problems of working outside and by
avai lable light during Chi cago winters. It deals with
creative stil l life and fig ure photography: wrth basic
principles of tungsten lig hting (emph asizing simple and
inexpensive lighting equipment), and studio technique.
The course introduces ideas involving the generation
of aesthetic imagery through conceptual or constructive procedures and the development of such imagery
under tightly controlled situations.
Commercial Photographic Illustration I, II: Studio advertising photography emphasizing product and still life
subjects. Stude nts work in a variety of formats and
media, using tungsten and electronic flash lighting.
During the second semester there is additional work
with stili life subjects and work with the live model.

The Photography facil ities are complete and all equipment, except cameras, is supplied to students. In addition, attentive technical assistance is available from
full - and part-trme facu lty and teaching assistants. The
teac hing method employed by the department is, in
general, a traditional critiqu e method where stud ents
are required to confront their work and to parti cipate in
an open and frank discussion of their efforts.

The View Camera section dealsmainlywith th e aestheti cs
of the large format document. The class crrtiq ue is the
main educational vehic le, but historical readings, invited speakers, and field trips are interspersed. At the
beginning of the semester each student is issued a
well-equipped view camera and tripod which he or she
shares with one other student for the duration of the
course.
Color Photography: Color as seen and photographed the science and aesthetics of color. The psychological
effects of color, tri-color additive and subtractive theories, subjective and objective descrip tion of color,
light sources, and color materi als in photo graphy. Color
printing is emphasized.
Still Photography for the Media: A course aimed at
producing a professional sti ll photographer equipped to
work in today's media including audio- visuals. Students
generate their own assignments, arrived at through rap
sessions oriented to produce saleable ideas which
editors and art directors will buy. All work is available
light photography, stressing the photo- journal ism
approach. The course also includes sessions in class
and on location with working photojournalists, editors,
desrgners, and production people actually working in
the media.
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Photo Etching: This course explores the unique possibilities of etching on various metal surfaces using lightgenerated images alone or in combination with hand
work. Open to both photographers and printmakers.
Experimental Photographic Techniques: Experimental

image making utilizing classical and non-classical techniques. Intensive introduction to the concept of photographic departures, including controlled solarization ,
posterization, photo si lkscreen, photo etching, diazo,
liquid emulsion, gum bichromate printing, etc.

Student Photographic Critique: A shooti ng course designed to provide an intense critical atmosphere for the
advanced student in which growth occurs through the
increasing ability to be critical of his or her own work
and that ot others as well, without aesthetic guidance
of a faculty member.
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Graphic Arts
and Craft Arts
The Graphic Arts Department stresses technical skills,
craftsmanship and artistic discipline; a practical learning and doing environment to give al l students improved
visual literacy; a versatil e studio shop where students
can explore and be instructed in graphics media; and
opportunity for individuals to learn ways to communicate
themselves and th eir ideas.
Th e department offers introductory subjects in drawing,
painting, printmaking, weaving, and pottery. It also uses
craft workshops in the community where students can
study a craft in a professional setting. Graphic arts
students are encouraged to study other arts avai lable
within the Col lege. Several interdepartmental courses

are offered with the Writing, Photography, Film, and
Humanities Departments, among them: Graphics for
Film and Tele vision , Imaginative Dra wing/Painting ,
Mural Workshop, and Blake and Multimedia Expression.
The department's long-range objectives are: to offer a
basic program wh ich serves as a mature foundation for
all visual arts students, to serve all departments by giving their projects a graphic dimension, to develop increased appreciation of and skill in non-verbal communication, to expand education in craft arts and folk
arts, to encourage the use of visual materials in social
projects and interest in alternative media, and to expand
resources for experimentation with new materials in
both two and three dimensional modes.

Graphic and Craft Arts courses inc lude:
Silkscreen 1: Introduction to serigraphic (silk-screen)
printing. Coverage of all basic forms of screen stenc ils
and resists (tracing paper, glue, tusche). Brief introduction to photographic si lkscreen. Emphasis on hand appl ied stencils and a ctual printing technique.
Silkscreen Workshop: Basic course involving experimentation in exploring and combining direct techniques
such as profilm, tusche and glue, stencil , and photo
silkscreen.
Craft Foundations I, II: This is a survey course of fou r
basic cra ft media- leatherwork , plastics, jewelry, and
fibers-and their ethnic variations and derivations plus
their influence on a contemporary environment. Guest
speakers and demonstrators skilled in these media are
invited. Projects are outlined for the student involving
the construction of fun ctional personal objects. Craft
Foundations II involves advanced application.
Color and Image: The course investigates different ways

of using color in picture making. Although both realistic
and unrealistic color images will be dealt with, the
emphasis is on unrealistic color. Several color theories
and a survey of past and current use of color in images
provide a basis for student work. The varied visual and
aestheti c experiments are conducted using a simple
method of th e dye transfer process. Most images originate from th e student's own photo negatives.
Airbrush Techniques: This course teaches function and

limi tations of airbrush using various media, i.e., oil paint,
acrylic, guache, ink, etc. Vari ous problems including
painting, retouching of photos, al teration of negatives,
stencil, and color glazing are surveyed.

Printmaking 1-Printmaking Workshop: A survey course
of the fo ur media of limited edition printing-planographic (lithography), intaglio (etching), reli ef (lino-cut),
and stencil (silkscreen). The student actually creates
images in each of these four media and learns the
limitations and integrity of each medium. Pri ntmaking
Workshop is an advanced course in printmaking tech niques. The course includes experience with woodcut,
linoleum cut, calligraph , serigraph , found object printing, fabric printing; and the involved process of stone
lithography.
Design and Layout Systems I, II: The fi rst course covers
all fundamentals of commercial design , layout, key-line
paste-up and typography by exploring the possible
materials and their potential (and proper) usage. This
inc ludes breaking down amateur habits and learn ing
professional approaches to the problems encountered.
The instruction reli es on close work with individual
students, encouraging use of the ir own imaginati on in
completion of jobs. Design II consists of advanced
study and application of knowledge and skills covered
in Design and Layout Systems I.
Commercial Illustration: Research and practice of practical application of illustration for commerc ial and industrial purposes, including specific problems in one
color, two color, and full color illustrations in various
media. Specific problems and limitati ons of various
communication media (newspaper, magazine, book,
etc.). Includes cartooning, editoria l illustrations, packagi ng, poster, etc. and the conduct and practice of
dealing with commercia l clientele.
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Fundamentals of Design 1/ 11 : A course in which the
stud en t, through a series of visual experiences, is introduced to the principles of organi zed visual expressiondesign. Emphasis is on improvi ng the stude nt's ability
to discern patterns in the plastic and visual media, and
on heightening faci lity in expression through patterned
visual means.
Advertising Production Technique s: Research and
practice of production problems in vari ous forms of
communication arts. Part of the course consis ts of fi eld
trips to printers, type houses, platemakers, commercial
studios, etc. to see varying approaches to producing
different images for different purposes. The other part
of th e course includes producing camera ready art for
various purposes{billboard, newspaper, brochure, package). This course is design ed to give the student the
essen tial skills to func ti on in the design business.

Ceramics !-Ceramics Studio: A beginning course that
works exc lusively with building techniques-coil, slab,
and sling. Th e student also studies basic glaze formula
and firing, making his or her own glazes in the process.
The classes are held at T he Clay People, a communityoriented professional workshop specializing in ceramics.
Ceramics S tudio con tinues Ceramics I Into throwing
te chniques, more advanced building te chniques, introduction of the potter's wheel, and advanced glazing
and firing methods.
Handtools: This is a survey course in the use of simple
handtools. i.e .. saws, chisels, drills, planes. etc. and
th ei r application to various materials (wood, plastic,
metal). Projects in 3-dimensionai structures are accomplished by use of these tools.
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